
Date:  December 16, 2021 

To: Planning Commissioners 

From: Stephen Trompler 
 818 S Wicklow St 
 Stillwater, OK 74074 
 
Re:  Written Comments for the Public Record 
 Map Amendment Request #MA21-14 
 Planning Commission Meeting Tuesday December 21, 2021 
 
I’m Steve Trompler and my address is 818 S Wicklow St where my family and I have lived for 21 
plus years.    

 

Document 1 in my attachments is a map showing an area shaded in purple which is the 
proposed rezoning request and the area shaded in green is property my family owns.  I live 
outside the 300 ft zone of notification but feel this action will impact my family because our 
property abuts 8th street.   

 

The first concern I have with this rezoning request is commercial construction potentially 
means additional water runoff.  The street in front of my home is basically at the bottom of the 
hill so most additional runoff would likely make it’s way down 8th street and turn south.  
Presently a heavy spring rain will cover our street with a couple of inches of water until the rain 
stops and the water has time to drain off.  Document 2 shows a photo taken during the flood of 
May 2019.  You will notice my mailbox in the center of the picture, at that time the water was 
34 inches deep on the roadway.  Several of my neighbors to the east of me got significant water 
damage in their homes, and the neighbor to my southwest had to be rescued by a fire 
department boat.  We simply cannot take any more run off pointed in our direction and a 
couple of large cement parking lots and larger commercial buildings could potentially do just 
that.   

 

My second concern involves traffic in the area.  8th Street is not built to city standards.   We 
already have enough traffic from those trying to avoid the light at 6th and Western, pizza 
delivery guys zooming down the street, traffic from the dance studio on Devon as well as from 
the townhomes.  Speaking of Western, it is already heavily traveled and backups occur all 
throughout the day with people going south wanting to turn left on 9th or people going north 
wanting to turn into the professional center.  A commercial building would make a tough 
situation worse with people trying to turn left onto 8th or trying to enter the north/south traffic 



flow on Western.  Document 3 and Document 4 show how narrow the roadway is in a couple of 
locations and increased commercial traffic would exacerbate the situation.     

 

However, my primary concern with this rezoning request is what I will call “the unknown”.  The 
applicant has put forth no defined plan for the property and to be blunt, they have not shown 
our neighborhood much good faith in the past.  5J properties purchased 802 S Western in 
November of 2017.   In May of 2018 they allowed the police department to use the house 
formerly located at that address for training purposes.  “Documents 5” shows the results of that 
exercise.  I turned in a “report and track” ticket in June of 2018 and was told the owners are 
working on a demo permit.  After there was no activity for about 90 days I approached city staff 
in September to ask what could be done to get the owners to clean up the property, see 
“document 6” and they ended up having to basically force the owners hand saying “clean it up 
in 10 days or we will clean it up and bill you”.  At that point the owner got a crew in and cleaned 
the property prior to the 10 day deadline.  This experience does not give me any faith that the 
owners have our neighborhoods best interests at heart.  Those of us in our neighborhood take 
pride in our property, we keep our houses in order, keep our grass nicely mowed, we clean up 
limbs after a storm, and this situation was simply unacceptable.  

 

The other unknown is what the owners will actually use the property for.   At the August 3, 
2021 planning commission meeting Mr. Hanson stated that it could possibly be a medical office 
but, and I quote, “whatever it ends up being it will be a nice high end place for everyone”.  5J 
has owned the property for 4 to 5 years.  In that time they have had no interest in making it 
“nice for everyone”, many times letting the weeds and grass get high making it difficult to see 
traffic on Western when trying to enter the roadway from 8th.  We must also consider that 
there is no guarantee that 5J Properties will even develop the site, but instead try to achieve 
getting it rezoned and then sell it to another developer who may have other ideas. 

 

Those of us who are not involved with zoning do not necessarily know what could fall under the 
“Office” category, but I doubt anything within that group would fit with a quiet residential 
street where people walk their pets, ride bicycles, jog, or just simply enjoy their property.  And 
that’s really the crux of the situation here, you have families, some retired and some with small 
children, but all who are proud of what they own and who enjoy the neighborhood exactly as it 
is and simply do not want commercial buildings and the traffic that comes with it infringing on 
the area.  

 

 



In addition, the plan for this development encroaches too far into the neighborhood – even the 
Future Land Use Map doesn’t show it going 300 - 400 feet from Western into the 
neighborhood, that map shows 1 lot deep which would be about 80-120 feet in from Western.  
2324 W 8th should not have even been allowed to be included in this request as it simply goes 
too far.  Discussion during the planning committee meeting centered around a commercial 
corridor on Western, however this proposal creates a commercial corridor on 8th Street!   

 

I am appalled that at the August 3, 2021 meeting the planning commission did not feel it was in 
the public’s best interest to postpone their decision to gather more information, even after at 
least two of the planning commissioners said “it would be nice to know what the applicant 
intends to actually do with the property when  trying to make our decision”.   In the 
comprehensive plan, Chapter 2 Goals and Guiding principles, Item 6 A states “Identify measures 
to foster the stabilization of established neighborhoods”.  Allowing a developer to come into 
our established neighborhood, tear down houses that are still quite viable,  and then put up 
several commercial buildings does nothing to “foster stabilization of the established 
neighborhood”.  Remember, we are talking about 3 total properties here, please do not focus 
on the single property primarily being discussed at 802 S Western, the complete picture is much 
larger than that. 

 

So where are the rights and considerations for property owners who have lived in the area for 
20 or 30 or 40 years?  Look at the property records for houses all up and down Western and the 
associated side streets, the majority of the properties have been owned by the same families 
for decades – there is very little turnover in this area because people love the area.   During the 
planning commission August 3rd meeting City staff noted “The proposed map amendment – in 
staff’s opinion -- would not impede or negatively impact the surrounding commercial uses”.    
And when questioned by Mr. Shannahan about impacting residential lots, City staff’s response 
was “We don’t see this as a negative for residential because they would maintain the same 
access they have now because the street would be rebuilt”.  HOWEVER – what he failed to say 
was it WOULD be a negative for residential because we could no longer enjoy our property the 
same way we enjoy it today.   

 

 

 

 



At the August 3, 2021 meeting the Planning commission also discussed the importance of 
“walkability” and I would argue we already have that.   Within a short one-half mile walking 
distance of my residence we have: 

2 realtor offices, 2 dry cleaners, 2 financial planners, 2 nail salons, a tanning salon, a day care, 
family counseling services, 2 home health agencies, a physical therapy clinic, a float and 
wellness clinic, a tag agency, a cardiologist, 2 eye care practices, a dentist, A martial arts 
academy, a dance studio, a 24 hour gym, an ATM, an auto detailer, an auto repair shop, the 
visitors bureau, a clothing boutique, a pizza joint, a liquor store, a gas station/convenience 
store/sandwich shop, a dispensary, 2 taco shops, an Ice cream parlor / burger joint with an 
associated market stocking all kinds of fresh food, seven insurance agencies, four hair salons, 2 
veterinarians, 2 coffee shops, and a sushi place. 

 

So  What am I missing – what else does city staff feel we need in our little neighborhood that 
we do not already have and more importantly do not want?  At what point will someone stand 
up for people who have put down roots in a neighborhood and say ENOUGH, we do not need 
any additional commercial development in this area.  I hope that this evening you will be that 
body to stand up for the homeowners.   

 

It is my opinion that the commercial district boundary should remain where it is on the south 
side of the Wicklow professional complex and not be extended into a quiet, quaint family 
neighborhood.  The majority of land owners in the area have spoken and it is clear that your 
only choice should be to deny this rezoning request.   I thank you for your time. 

  













Document 6 
 

Steve Trompler <stevetrompler@gmail.com> 
 

     
 
 
 

to pbostick 

 
 

Greetings Paul, I'm wondering if you could help me get something done about this property.  The 
SWAT team tore heck out of it in May, I reported it via the "report and track" link in June and got a 
reply that the owners are working on having the house demolished but that there are issues with the 
gas line and a communications line underground.  To date nothing has been done.  I would be happy 
if they would just clean up all the trash and board it up, but as it is with the refrigerator torn apart and 
blocking the door way along with all the other trash it looks like a meth lab blew up!  Not a nice 
looking entrance to our neighborhood. 
 
If there is someone else I should contact about this please let me know, or if there is a way you can 
maybe move this forward I would sincerely appreciate it. 
 
Regards,  
Steve Trompler 
818 S Wicklow 
stevetrompler@gmail.com 
405-269-6892  
 

 

Paul Bostick <pbostick@stillwater.org> 
 

Sep 12, 2018, 
8:09 AM 

 
 
 

to me, Dennis 

 
 

I left a message with the owner to find out the status on the demo permit.  Last I talked to him the gas and 
fiber company still had not signed off on the demo plan, I will check to see if this is the case. 
 

 

 
Steve Trompler <stevetrompler@gmail.com> 
 

Sep 12, 2018, 
8:58 AM 

 
 
 

to Paul, Dennis 

 
 

The demo permit, nor the underground utilities would prevent them from cleaning up the appliances, 
downed limbs, etc, and simply place a couple of 4x8 sheets of plywood to close up the structure, 
rather than the closet doors that are presently acting as somewhat of a barrier. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:stevetrompler@gmail.com


 
 
Paul Bostick <pbostick@stillwater.org> 
 

Sep 14, 2018, 
9:52 AM 

 
 
 

to Norman, me 

 
 

Spoke with the owner and found the following: 
  
  
He should have the demo permit filed this week, the sewer has been capped and is ready to go on that one. 
  
Hang up with the lines came up because his demo contractor wanted to take out all the big trees around the 
house and do the demo.  

They cannot bulldoze the trees because it would rip out all the line work under them so they will have 
to work around the trees or have tree crews come in to cut them down and grind the stumps. 
  

Either way he should get the demo permit filed and a crew lined up to deal with the house. 
 
 
 
From: Norman McNickle 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 12:31 PM 
To: Paul Bostick 
Subject: Re: 802 S Western 
  
Thanks Paul. Trompler has a point. You might tell the owner cleaning up the items mentioned might 
settle down the neighborhood.  
 
 

 
Steve Trompler <stevetrompler@gmail.com> 
 

Oct 17, 2018, 
11:51 AM 

 
 
 

to Norman, Paul 

 
 

Any progress on the demo permit?  It's been another month and not a downed branch has been 
moved...... 
 

 
Paul Bostick <pbostick@stillwater.org> 
 

Oct 17, 2018, 
3:20 PM 

 
 
 

 to me, Norman 

 
 

I have cut a 10 day order to clean and secure.  We will do it by City Contractor 10 days from mailing date. 
 



This email originated from an External Source. Please use proper judgement and
Caution when opening attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.

From: Seymore Kevin
To: Digitals
Subject: RE: Map Amendment Request MA21-14
Date: Thursday, December 16, 2021 2:23:10 PM

Stillwater Planning Commission:
RE: Map Amendment Request MA21-14

Please include the following content as part of the official city record. 

         I am a concerned citizen of Stillwater who has lived in this community since 2004. In
that time, I have had the pleasure of making friends and becoming co-workers with people
who live throughout the different neighbors of our town. It has recently come to my attention
from a friend that her neighborhood along Western is in jeopardy of being rezoned and
redeveloped for commercial buildings. I drive along Western to commute to work, and I have
visited my friend in her home numerous times, so I am very familiar with the neighborhood. It
is my belief that Stillwater would be losing way more than it would gain if it were to allow
that neighborhood to disappear as a residential zone. Families here need good places to live,
and you would be sacrificing one of the better neighborhoods in town for commercial property
that could be located in some other part of town that is already commercial in nature. 
         As an employee of OSU, I have the opportunity to sit on a number of hiring committees,
and I know there are young faculty members coming to town who want to find good housing
that will fit within the budget of an OSU salary. The houses in this neighborhood are the types
of homes that young professors can afford and keep them pretty close to campus. When I tried
to buy a house of my own here back in May, I saw what demand there is for living space there
is in this housing market. Stillwater doesn't need to be taking good houses off the market and
replacing them with strip malls and commercial buildings. 
          Sometimes the status quo needs to change, and sometimes it needs to change. I am of
the firm believe that the status quo along Western needs to be maintained for the sake of
keeping a good neighborhood of older homes intact and not disrupting the lives of those
families at a time when all of our lives have been disrupted enough already through the Covid
pandemic. We have no great lake or river or mountain range surrounding the city as a natural
barrier. If commercial expansion is needed, it need not take place where families are putting
their children to bed at night and where they are writing checks to the city in the form of
property taxes to stay where they are and want to be. 

Sincerely,
Kevin Seymore

mailto:klseymore@yahoo.com
mailto:Digitals@stillwater.org


Date: December 10, 2021

To: Planning Commissioners

From: Brian P. Coffea and Jennifer Brakhage

2401 'W. 
8th Ave.

Stillwater, OK 74074

Re: Written Comments for the Public Record
Map Amendment Request #lll{A2l'14
Planning Commission Meeting Tuesday, December 21,2021

We are owner-occupied, affected property owners who would both directly abut the Commercial Office
district on our east border and also have the Commercial Office district on our north border, across the

"street" (W. 8* Ave).

We will be submitting detailed written comments to you shortly. It is uncertain how and when we can

communicate with you seeing we do not have your email addresses and have been instructed by Staff to

submit written comments for the public record to digitals@stillwater.org. Affected property owners are

concerned that their comments will not reach you in time, so in a way this is also a test of the system.

Besides introducing ourselves and expressing our concern about written comments reaching you, we

wanted to make a request of you prior to the meeting on December 21, as follows:

1. Please look at the three (3) subject properties closely, especially their size, existing housing, very
large wooded lots, etc.

2. Note the over 400 feet of penetration into the neighborhood off of Western Rd., with all land draining
to the west along W. 8'h Ave. (see pink flags).

3. Note how "impossible" it would be to create new commercial entrances onto Western Rd.

4. Closely examine the physical condition and width of W. 8ft Ave. from Western Rd. down to the

"blind comer" with Devon St. and around back north. Note there are no curbs or drainage system. This
is all part of an embarrassing City "street" that was left behind. Can this street handle hundreds of
additional vehicles per day from nearly 3 acres of Commercial Office?

5. At the intersection of W. 8th Ave and Wicklow St., note the "low-water" crossing where all the
stormwater from the commercial developments to the north and east attempts to go under W. 8th Ave.
through three (3) small, crushed and plugged culverts. This area, and especially further downstream,
was the site of a multi-day flood in 2019 thatresulted in residents being rescued by the Stillwater Fire
Dept. using boats. An additional 3 acres of rapid run-off from Commercial Office would exacerbate an

existing dangerous condition.

There are many more issues and concerns that we will address in our forthcoming written comments.

Thank you for your consideration and have a great day.



Date: December 15 ,2021

To: Planning Commissioners

From: Brian P. Correa and Jennifer Brakhage
2401 W. 8th Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74074
580-478-6177
bpccoin@gmail.com

Re: Written Comments for the Public Record
Map Amendment Request #I|l4^A2l-14
Planning Commission Meeting Tuesday, December 21,2021

We are owner-occupied, affected property owners bordering some of the south and west borders of two (2) of
the three (3) individual map amendments being requested. There are some concerns which are applicable to
all 3 map amendments being requested, and there are some concerns which are applicable only to an

individual map amendment. Each of the three (3) subject properties is unique and discussed separately below.

2302 W. 8th Ave.

1. History: The prior owner of this residential property requested a similar map amendment in 2015. To the
best of our recollection, the map amendment request was denied by the Planning Commission. For certain
though, on May 18,2015, the City Council denied the map amendment; however we are uncertain of the
voting results.

So, what has changed with the property since 2015 such that now, the Planning Commission and City Council
should approve commercial development? Well, a lot has changed since 2015:

- the number of businesses/residents in southwest Stillwater has ballooned and is about to soar
- the traffic load (and related problems) on Western Road has increased and will increase more
- no improvements (widening and/or adding lane(s)) have been made to Western Road
- the physical condition of West 8th Avenue/Devon Street has deteriorated greatly; still no

improvements made
- the traffic load (and related problems) on West 8'h AvenuelDevon St. has increased

significantly due to new commercial development on W. 6th Ave.
- by acquiring two (2)large bordering properties, the current owner has created a much
larger request which only multiplies the road and traffic issues

The essence of the reasons for the City Council's denial of the map amendment in 2015 was traffic and road
conditions, and neighborhood fit. At the hearing, several City Council members spoke about the poor
condition of West 8th Avenue. It is pvzzlingwhy the City feels that the basis for the City Council's denial in
2015 no longer exists, especially now with three (3) map amendments and a much larger request, which only
compounds the exact same road and traffic issues that existed back in 2015.
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2. South Western Road, a two (2) lane road on the eastern boundary of this subject property is already beyond

its capability to handle current traffic loads. Before, during, and after business hours, Western Rd. between 6th

Avenue and 9th Avenues is the site of traffrc jams, backups, and sometimes accidents. It is common during

"rush" hours that Westem is intermittently at a standstill between the Wicklow Center and 9th Avenue. The

distance between the south Wicklow Professional Center ingress/egress and West 8th Avenue is only about

!75 feet. This is also the narrowest part of Western Road between 6th Avenue and 12th Avenue, which would

make a new, safe ingress/egress to this subject property nearly o'impossible".
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3. West 8ft Avenue, on the southern boundary of this subject property, is somewhat difficult to describe and

best experienced in person by driving, and walking, to allow a close examination. It is surely one of the worst

h.w.8.hAve.ismainlyaone(1)laneroadl5-16feetwide,

-

occasionally widening to two (2) lanes if you pull over into the ditches, bushes, or resident's yards. It is
mostly of aged asphalt construction and devoid of traffrc signs, curbing, or a stormwater drainage system.

Potholes and an overall rough ride are its most distinguishing features. Occasionally, potholes are repaired,

but this is a futile effort because new potholes develop and old potholes redevelop in a very short time. The

pothole repair has obviously been ongoing for decades. In sections, the road likely has more repaired potholes

than it does the original asphalt surface.

Heavy trucks, especially City trash trucks, cause the most significant regular damage, actually buckling the

asohalt surface and road base (see in front of my home). This street can not be resurfaced, it will require

excavation first and reconstruction with a new stable road base before paving. A curbing and drainage system

is required to keep runoff from infiltrating the road base. Despite its failed condition, W. 8th Ave. between

Western Rd. and Devon St. to the west is a favorite'oshortcut" for drivers wishing to avoid the clogged W. 6th

Ave. and Western Rd. intersection and Wicklow Center traffic. Additional commercial traffic has already

been funneled onto the failed Devon St./W. 8th Ave. due to new commercial development on W. 6th Ave.
(PizzaHut, Starbucks, etc.). There are also two, very unsafe, "blind" turns in the narrow section of W. 8th

Ave. at Wicklow St. and Devon St.

Com f the subiect Dr result in addi n West 8th Ave ween western

Road and Devon St.. a section of road which is already way beyond its capabilitv. Commercial ing{9ss/egress

onto West 8th Avenue from the subject property would be completely absurd.

4. The lot is very large, about .95 acres total. The long dimension of the property penetrates deeply to the west

off of Westem Road for about 245 feet, equal to about three (3) typical nearby lots. The Comprehensive Plan

2030 (C3 Plan), Map23 Future Land Use, page 10-8, depicts a concept for possible commercial development

along Western Road. The C3 Plan envisions 2030 commercial development along Western Road "1 lot deep"

or possibly "2 lots deep". The subject property is closer to "3 lots deep". Regardless, the C3 Plan is not a

ggal, it is just one theoretical possibility of future development, if property owners wanted to sell out to

developers. More importantly, the Plan is only one of many factors to weigh in determining commercial

development suitability in an existing neighborhood.

After Western Road is widened to at least three (3) lanes and West 8th Avenue is reconstructed as a typical city

street comparable to streets in the neighborhood, the subject property might be suitable for commercial use.

ndant s ites for commerci velooment withi itv. it makes li
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5. This property has a recently-occupied, large historic home, originally built in 1920. Destruction of viable
inner city housing for commercial development, pushing residents further and further away from the city, only
exacerbates the current traffic problems on Western Road.

existinq residence.

6. This property acts as a long-standing "wa11" since 1973 to separate commercial from residential areas all
the way down to near West 126 Avenue. By breaking down the wall, it invites the next adjacent residential
property owner to launch a claim that they also border commercial property, and therefore, they too should be
granted a commercial zoning map amendment. The ensuing "domino effect" of this logic could lead to even
deeper westward intrusions into the neighborhood and additional southward marching of the commercial
boundary. If this occurs before Western Road is widened, traffic congestion will be unbearable.
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2324 W. 8th Ave.

1. This residential property, on a stand-alone basis, has no justification whatsoever for a map amendment.
The only possible weak argument for a map amendment is that it shares one border with2302 W. 8th Avenue.

of devel d sneculator ultiole or nd reouestin " for
aoproval to penetrate more deeply into a neighborhood off of a pqssible future development corridor should be
highly discouraged by the City.

2. See item 3. above under 2302 W. 8th Avenue concerning the honible condition of W. 8th Avenue/S. Devon
St. Commercial in nto West 8th Avenue from the subiect oroperty would be comnletel r

3. The lot is large, around .60 acres total, and equal to about two (2) typical nearby lots. The west boundary
of the lot is 405 feet off of Western Road!! The C3 Plan, Map 23 Future Land Use, page 10-8, depicts a
concept for possible commercial development along Western Road in this area. The C3 Plan envisions 2030
commercial development along Western Road'ol lot deep" or possibly "2 lots deep". This property would be
"5 lots deep" if approved along with2302 W. 8th Ave. The concept for possible future development is
definitely not shown as "5 lots deep". As only revealed by the City Staff during the City Council Meeting of
September 20,2021 , this property ithin the depiction of commerci velooment in th
The Planning Commissioners were not told of this fact during the August 3,2021Planning Commission
Meeting, after repeatedly (three or four times) asking Staff if the project fit within the C3 Plan.

ven after W oad is widen st three (3) I West 8th Av reconst
prooerty should not be suitable for commercial development until it reaches the end of its useful life.

4. The property has a recently-occupied, remodeled, four (4) bedroom home, originally built in 1956.
Destruction of viable inner city housing for commercial development, pushing residents further and further
away from the city, only exacerbates the current traffic problems on Western Road.

akes little sen

fact, a good argument can be made that the entire corridor from the south sides of Wicklow Center and
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5. See item 6. above under 2302 W.8th Avenue concerning the long-established, clear dividing line between

The Wicklow Professional Center and the adjoining residential neighborhood.

802 S. Western Rd.

1. This property shares the same issues with2302 W. 8th Ave. regarding Western Road (see above). In
addition, the distance between West 8th Avenue and the south property line is only about 165 feet. This is the

narrowest part of Western Road where there are frequent stoppages and backups due to southbound vehicles

trying to turn east onto W. 9th Avenue. A new ingress/egress to the subject property would create an

additional traffic "knot"and gridlock at the most commonly stopped and congested part of Western Road.

Commercial use of the property would result in more traffic and traffic-related problems on Western Road and

require a new ingress/egress to Westem. further compounding the current traffic overload and creating new
gridlock.

2. West 8ft Avenue, on the northern boundary of this property, has already been discussed above. Commercial
ingress/egress onto West 8th Avenue from the subject property would be completely absurd.

3. The lot is very large, around 1.35 acres total. The long dimension of the lot penetrates deeply to the west
off of Westem Rd. for 355 feet, equal to about four (4) typical nearby lots. The C3 Plan, Map23 Future Land
Use, page l0-8, depicts a concept for possible commercial development along Western Road. The C3 Plan
envisions 2030 commercial development along Western Road "1 lot deep" or possibly "2 lots deep". The
concept for the development corridor is definitely not shown as "4 lots deep". As only revealed by the City
Staffduring the City Council Meeting of September20,202l, this property does not fit within the depiction of
commercial develooment in the C3 Plan. The Planning Commissioners were not told of this fact during the
August 3,2021Planning Commission Meeting, after repeatedly (three or four times) asking Staff if the project
fit within the C3 Plan.

4. In the recent past, there was a separate vacant lot between our residen ce atL4Olw. 8th Avenue and 802 S.

Western Rd. The original owner of our property, the Chamberlain's, also owned the vacant lot and sold it to
the owner of 802 S. Western Rd. The buyer then "merged" or "combined" the vacant lot into the 802 S.

Western Rd. address, thereby creating the very large lot you see today to penetrate deeper into the
neighborhood.

The idea of acquiring properties and "merging" them to create one lot to seek approval to penetrate more
deeply into a neighborhood along a future development corridor should be highly discouraged by the City.

After Western Road is widened to at least three (3) lanes and West 8'h Avenue is reconstructed as a typical city
street comparable to streets in the neighborhood, the eastern half of the subject property might be suitable for
commercial use.

With abundant suitable sites for commercial development within the city. it makes little sense to create a new
intrusion over 350 feet deep into the existing neighborhood.
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Additional Comments and Concerns

Comprehensive Plan 2030 (C3 Plan)

Guidance document used to make decisions about: - future growth and development
- lessening of congestion and overcrowding
- preservation
- capital improvements

- Congestion and overcrowding will be worsened by this commercial development, not lessened.
- Inner city neighborhoods with established housing need to be preserved.
- Urban forests, wildlife, and wildways need to be preserved.
- Viable residential housing should be preserved.
- Destroying viable housing does not preserve natural resources and is an unsustainable practice.
- Capital improvements of both Western Rd. and W. 8th Ave. to lessen congestion and overcrowding are

needed before commercial development begins (responsible development).

Urban Wildlife and Biodiversity

All three (3) of the subject properties are home to a diverse and abundant wildlife population, likely some of
the best in inner City neighborhoods. From the insects (bees, dragonflies, butterflies, etc.) to the reptiles and
amphibians (snakes, turtles,lizards, frogs, toads, etc.) to the birds (hummingbirds, bluebirds, woodpeckers,
hawks, roadrunners, owls, etc.) to the larger mammals (rabbits, armadillos, opossums, racoon, fox, deer, etc.),
the properties are the homes and/or feeding grounds of a thriving urban wildlife ecosystem. We have not seen
bobcats, but it is highly likely that they patrol our forests. During winter, bucks will come as far east as 802 S.
Western Rd. to feed. The wildlife also provide valuable control of pests (mosquitoes, mice, etc.) to keep our
properties healthy and in ecological balance. We should seek to preserve urban wildlife and biodiversity by
preserving the residential habitats that provide their source of food and shelter.

See'oPromoting and Preserving Biodiversity in the Urban Forest"
htps://www.sciencedirect.com/sciencelarticlelabs/piilS 1618866706000732

Urban Forests

All three (3) of the subject properties are heavily to moderately wooded with large old growth trees and
plentiful small trees, shrubbery, and border vegetation. These forests are the "keystone" component of a
thriving and balanced residential ecosystem. Without the forests, the local ecosystem could be irreversibly
damaged and become out of balance with poor biodiversity. Urban forests are also a vital tool in managing
and reducing stormwater runoff due to their permeability. The forest endowments of the subject properties
and their intrinsic value to the surrounding neighborhood, and the City, should be preserved for future
generations. See the City of Edmond, OK Urban Forestry program as an exirmple of what should be done in
Stillwater. https : //www. edmondok .coml 6 I 4 Nrban-Forestry

Wildwavs

AII three (3) of the subject properties are heavily to moderately wooded with large old growth trees and
plentiful small trees and shrubbery and contain abundant border vegetation. These are all natural wildways.
We should seek to preserve residential natural wildways to allow for the safe movement of species and
provide shelter and food for wildlife. See https://wildways.us/
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Stormwater Run-Off (also see W. 8th Ave. discussions above)

All three (3) subject properties (2.9 acres total) slope to the west, and that can not be changed. Most
stormwater runs through our yards and along the W. 8'h Ave. ditches. W. 8th Ave. and downstream areas can

not handle current run-off (from vegetated land), and more intense, frequent floods will result from rapid run-
off of commercial development. At the intersection of W. 8'h Ave and Wicklow St., there is a "low-water"
crossing where all the stormwater from the commercial development to the north and east up to W. 6'h Ave.
attempts to go under W. 8th Ave. through three (3) small, crushed and plugged culverts. This area, and

especially further downstream, was the site of a multi-day flood in 2019 that resulted in residents being
rescued bv the Stillwater Fire Deot. usins boats. Additional raoid run-off from nearlv 3 acres of commercial
development would exacerbate an existine danqerous condition. An imoortant. overlooked issue that needs

to be addressed now. not after rezoning.

Sustainabilitv

We need to reduce our waste generation, including the unnecessary disposal of viable inner city housing and
natural vegetation, which is an unsustainable practice. We need to maintain and use our existing inner city
housing until it has reached the end of its useful life and is beyond reasonable repair. By preserving the
natural resources (metals, petroleum, lumber, minerals, etc.) we have already produced, we can help achieve a
more sustainable economy.

Climate Chanse

Climate change problems will likely not be solved entirely on the "federal" level. Part of the solution depends
on individuals, groups, and local governments voluntarily reducing their own carbon footprints. We suggest
that no development proposal coming before the City should be considered without analysis of its impact on
climate change. The destruction of viable inner city housing, the construction of more commercial buildings,
the additional traffic delays and congestion, and the replacement of urban forests with impermeable and heat-
radiating asphalt, metal, and concrete all contribute to further negative environmental impacts, more flooding,
and adverse climate change. As much as we would like to say that we are not the problem or that climate
change won't affect Stillwater, the simple weather facts prove day after day that bigger and deadlier weather-
related problems will be part of our future, unless we start taking positive steps right now.

Conclusion

Commercial development should not be permitted on Western Rd. between the south side of W. 6th Ave. and
the north side of W. l2th Ave. until Western Rd. is widened to three or more lanes (one of which is a turning
lane) and W. 8th Ave. is reconstructed as a typical city street comparable to other streets in the neighborhood.

If you have any questions, please contact us at 580-478-6177 or bpccoin@gmail.com.
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Date: December 16,2021

To: Planning Commissioners

From: Brian P. Correa and Jennifer Brakhage
2401W.8tr Ave.
Stillwater, OK74074
580-478-6177
bpccoin@gmail.com

Re: Written Comments for the Public Record
Map Amendment Request #MA2l-14
Planning Commission Meeting Tuesday, December 21,2021

Attached please find a corrected version of the Protest Petition Property List originally submitted to the

City Council on September 7,2021. Our original property list had several o'errors" based on the City
interpretation of the Ordinance. Also, we did not attempt to obtain a signature from one owner-occupied
home because it did not meet the guidance we were provided by Staff. During final Staffreview of the

Protest Petition, we were informed that the original guidance we followed to seek signatures was, in fact,
incorrect. Seeing we have no practical recourse, the property list has been modified to reflect what our
protest petition'oshould have or would have looked like".

The purpose of submitting a corrected version to you is simply to show how many signatures we had

obtained in the short time we had available. In particular, the list shows a very high percentage of
owner-occupied homes against commercial zoning.

Thank you for your consideration and have a great day.



Corrected Protest Petition Property List for Map Amendment MA21-09
Originally submitted to City Council Sept.7r202l

Subject Property Locations: 802 S. Western Rd., 2302 W. 8'h Ave., 2324W.8'h Ave. (any and all)

5 702 W. 86 Ave (enor) YES Betsy S. Showalter

6 2402 W. 8m Ave YES Betsy S. Showalter

7 2224 W. 86 Ave Maciula, Robert C & Carol A 1222 S Fwnvay Dr Stillwater OK 7 407 4

8 2222 W. 86Ave Maciula, Robert C & Carol A l222SFairway Dr Stillwater OK74074

9 2220 W 8e Ave Pitts, David W & Weaver, Denise (H&W) 3902 Woodland Trails Dr Stillwater OK74074

l0 801 S. Wicklow St YES Bonner, Clarissa M & Bobby J

Prgperty
Prop. Address

I 700 S. Wicklow St

2 702 S. Western Rd

3 707 S. Western Rd

4 715 S. Western Rd

l1 2401 W. 8e Ave

12 2223 W. 8'h Ave

13 2221 W. 8'h Ave

14 2217 W. 8'h Ave

15 2406 W. 9'h Ave

16 2404 W. 9*h Ave

17 2318 W. 9th Ave

18 2312 W. 9'h Ave

19 2310 W. 9th Ave

20 nAZ W. 9th Ave

21 823 S. Western Rd

22 2234 W. 9'h Ave

23 2230 W. 9'h Ave

24 2405 W. 9'h Ave

25 2403 W. 9'h Ave

26 2323 W. gth Ave

27 2317 W. 9'h Ave

29 2301 W. 9'h Ave

30 2225 W. 9'h Ave

31 2223 W. 9th Ave

Petition
Sisned? Owner

Bricktown Investors, LLC

8240 Property Management, LLC

Western Professional Park, LLC

Maciula, Robert C & Carol A

Maciula" Robert C

Maciula Robert C & Carol A

Long, Maegan D & Jermarcus A

YES Kinzie, April R Johnson

YES Richardson, Reginald D II

YES Gladden, Shelley E

YES Thompson, Jarnes C & Donna P

Castongu&y, Bryce LeGrand

Castongu&y, Bryce LeGrand

Denyer, LLC

Murray, Bryan D & Sarah M

YES Thompson, James C & Donna P

YES Barnes, Robert W

YES Simpson, DonnaJ & James Co-TTEE

YES Puckett, Dianne B

YES Charles, Robert D & Michelle R

YES Alford, James W & Susan D

YES Core Development Group, LLC

Owner's Address (if different)

8002 S l0l't East Ave

2323 W 7th Ave, Ste 5 Stillwater OK 74074

1222 S Fairway Dr Stillwater OK 7 407 4

1222 S Fairway Dr Stillwater OK 7 407 4

12225 Fairway Dr Stillwater OK 7 407 4

2101 1 S Amber Willow Trl Cypress TX 77433

2010 N Wildwood Dr Stillwater OK 74075

25091 N 2690 Rd Omega OK 73764

25091 N 2690 Rd Omega OK 73764

403 S Knoblock St Stillwater OK 7 407 4

2010 N Wildwood Dr Stillwater OK74075

3202 Live Oak Ln Stillwater OK74075

8919 County Road 505 BrazoriaTx 77 422

I 109 Iron Bridge Ct Edmond OK 73034

YES Brian P. Correa & Jennifer Brakhage

Bruce Family Rental Company, LLC 2823 S Sangre Rd Stillwater OK 7 407 4

28 2309 W. 9th Ave YES Cole, Helen E



Clarissa and Bobby Bonner. 801 Wicklow St. Stillwater, OK 74074. 405-714-0142. 
Clarissa.bonner@okstate.edu.  
 
December 15th 2021 
 
Planning Division 
P.O. Box 1449 
Stillwater, OK 74076 
Attention: Map Amendment Request MA21-14 Public Hearing 12/21/21  
 
 
Dear Members of the Planning Commission,  
 
We ask that the following comments be made part of the official record of the MA21-14 public 
hearing on 12/21/21. We are writing to raise additional health and environmental concerns about 
Map Amendment Request MA21-14. 
 
As you know, the developer’s plan is to demolish the homes at 2302 and 2324 8th St. They 
already tore down the house at 802 S. Western. 2302 8th was built in 1920 and 2324 8th was built 
in 1956. The house on 802 S. Western was built in 1930. At the council hearing on 9/20/21, Mr. 
Jason Hanson also stated that he will allow the city police to practice on the homes before he 
demolishes them, as he did with 802 S. Western. 
 
As you might already know, homes of this age almost always contain lead and asbestos. 
According to the EPA, “homes and other buildings built before 1978 are likely to contain lead 
based paint. […] work done in those facilities could release hazardous lead dust.”i The Cleveland 
Clinic states, “Any building built before the 1970s could contain asbestos, especially old houses 
and offices from the first half of the last century. It’s best to avoid exposure completely.” ii 
Furthermore, the EPA states, “The older your home, the more likely it contains lead based paint. 
For example, 87% of homes built before 1940 have some lead-based paint. […] Assume your 
home contains lead based paint and take the appropriate precautions. In pre-1978 homes and 
buildings, this is the simplest and safest approach.”iii Each of the properties mentioned above on 
8th street, plus the home on Western already demolished, pose a significant public health risk in 
the form of lead and asbestos dust. 
  
 The public health threat of lead and asbestos is well known. Lead is a dangerous neurotoxin. 
The Mayo Clinic reports, “Even small amounts of lead can cause serious health problems. 
Children younger than 6 years are especially vulnerable to lead poisoning, which can severely 
affect mental and physical development. At very high levels, lead poisoning can be fatal.”iv 
Contaminated air and soil are two ways exposure happens. The CDC backs up the Mayo Clinic’s 
claim and explains, “Children tend to show signs of severe toxicity at lower levels than adults. 
Lead poisoning has occurred in children whose parent(s) accidentally brought home lead dust on 
their clothing.” They go on to say that lead can cross the placental barrier and pose a great threat 
to unborn children as well: “Lead exposure can cause miscarriage, stillbirths, and infertility (in 
both men and women).” vThe threat of asbestos is equally great. The CDC reports that when 
asbestos becomes friable “particles remain […] in the air and are easily inhaled,” and that this 



exposure can lead to “life-threatening diseases, including asbestosis, lung cancer and 
mesothelioma.” The National Cancer institute confirms, “investigators have found asbestos-
related diseases in individuals with only brief exposures.”vi Clearly, asbestos and lead are a 
major health concern and present serious complications from even small exposures.  
 
The EPA is aware and publicizes the risks of demolishing houses containing asbestos and lead. 
They state, “The most common way lead gets into the body is through dust. The process of 
demolishing older housing generates dust that includes lead from exterior and interior lead based 
paint. The lead dust eventually falls and settles on surfaces. Demolition workers inhale this lead 
dust and also track this lead dust to their homes and communities.” vii They also created and 
amended NESHAP to cover the proper demolition of houses with asbestos. The EPA says, “In 
the revised rule, EPA noted that it does not consider residential structures that are demolished or 
renovated as part of a commercial or public project to be exempt from NESHAP. For example, 
the EPA explained that the demolition of one or more houses as part of an urban renewal project, 
a high way project, or a project to develop a shopping mall, industrial facility or other private 
development would be subject to the NESHAP.”viii  
 
Private and public voices around the nation are sounding the alarm about lead and asbestos 
exposure from home demolition. According to an article published in the US National Library of 
Medicine entitled, “Lead and Other Heavy Metals in Dust Fall from Single-Family Housing 
Demolition,” “Large amounts of dust contaminated with lead and other heavy metals are 
generated from demolition of older housing, which is likely to contain lead-based paint and other 
building materials with heavy metals. […]Community member notification should be widened to 
at least 400 feet from the demolition site, not just the next-door neighbors, as is now commonly 
the practice in single-family housing demolition.”ix The Detroit Health Department Task Force 
on Demolitions and Health embarked on a detailed study of the impact of lead dust on children 
and residents living in close proximity to the demolition of neighborhood houses. They 
concluded, “[…] that living within 400 feet of a demolition increased the odds of elevation 20%. 
The odds increased 38% if there were two or more demolitions.”x  The developer is proposing 
the destruction of two homes in our neighborhood, but as noted above, already destroyed XXX 
Western without following any protocols to reduce neighbors’ exposure to lead, asbestos, and 
other heavy metals.  
 
The EPA’s and others’ concern for the containment of lead and asbestos dust during demolition 
is echoed in lawsuits across the country where lead and asbestos exposure occurred during the 
demolition of a nearby home. We ask that the city consider the detrimental health consequences 
of tearing down older, residential houses in an area still heavily occupied by residents, and 
especially residents with young children at home who are susceptible to lead poisoning. The 
safest course of action, and the only one we are comfortable with living so close to the 
demolition with children, is to leave the houses in place. At the very least, the city should enforce 
the NESHAP rules for safer demolition, which would not allow the developer to use unsafe 
demolition practices, including allowing city policy to partially demolish the homes, releasing 
poisonous lead and asbestos and endangering the neighborhood and themselves.  
 
Thank you for your time and Consideration, 
Clarissa and Bobby Bonner  



 
 

i United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2 Nov. 2020. 
https://www.epa.gov/lead/renovation-repair-and-painting-program-property-managers. Accessed 
5 Dec. 2021.  
ii Cleveland Clinic, 22 Oct. 2020. https://health.clevelandclinic.org/asbestos-still-lurks-older-
buildings-lungs-risk/. Accessed 5 Dec. 2021.  
iii United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2 Nov. 2020. https://www.epa.gov/lead/how-
can-i-tell-if-my-home-contains-lead-based-paint. Accessed 5 Dec. 2021.  
iv Mayo Clinic, 20 Dec. 2019. https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/lead-
poisoning/symptoms-causes/syc-2035471. Accessed 5 Dec. 2021.  
vCenters for Disease Control and Prevention, 18 Jun. 2018. 
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/lead/health.html. Accessed 5 Dec. 2021.  
viNational Cancer Institute at the National Institutes of Health, 29 Nov. 2021. 
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/substances/asbestos/asbestos-fact-
sheet. Accessed 5 Dec. 2021.  
vii United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2 Nov. 2020. https://www.epa.gov/large-
scale-residential-demolition/lead-based-paint-and-demolition. Accessed 5 Dec. 2021  
viii United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2 Nov. 2020. 
https://www.epa.gov/asbestos/overview-asbestos-national-emission-standards-hazardous-air-
pollutants-neshap. Accessed 5 Dec. 2021.  
ix Jacobs, David. E et al. “Lead and Other Heavy Metals in Dust Fall from Single-Family 
Housing Demolitions.” Pub Med US National Library of Medicine: National Institutes of Health, 
vol. 6, no. 128, 2013, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3804089/. Accessed 5 
Dec. 2021.  
x Detroit Health Department. “Task Force Recommendations for Improving Demolition Safety 
and Health Standards.” Jan. 2017, https://detroitmi.gov/sites/detroitmi.localhost/files/2018-
05/Task%20Force%20Recommendations.pdf. Accessed 5 Dec. 2021.  

                                                       



Clarissa and Bobby Bonner. 801 Wicklow St. Stillwater, OK 74074. 405-714-0142. 
Clarissa.bonner@okstate.edu.  
 
December 17th 2021 
 
Planning Division 
P.O. Box 1449 
Stillwater, OK 74076 
Attention: Map Amendment Request MA21-14 Public Hearing 12/21/21  
 
 
Dear Members of the Planning Commission,  
 
We ask that the following comments be made part of the official record of the MA21-14 public 
hearing on 12/21/21. We are writing to raise our concern about Map Amendment Request 
MA21-14. We are in strong opposition to the proposal to rezone these lots from residential to 
commercial and would like to submit comments about our opposition, especially because 
pandemic concerns are keeping us from talking in person at the hearing.  
 
We feel that a decision to rezone residential lots in our neighborhood to commercial would 
constitute a “constructive taking” and greatly diminish the value of our property and would 
substantially interfere with our enjoyment of our neighborhood. We do not see that the necessity 
of the action (rezoning to commercial) aids in the greater public good. Rezoning in order to 
benefit the new and yet to exist neighborhoods growing on the outskirts of town at the expense 
of our already established neighborhood, is too great a sacrifice. The C3 plan maintains that the 
city should “discourage the proliferation of urban sprawl” (1-1) and “keep its small town feel and 
high quality of living and natural environment” (2-1).   We ask that the city prioritize its family 
neighborhoods and residents over the wants of developers. Stillwater is in short supply of 
affordable housing in vibrant and established, family neighborhoods like ours that are in a 
desirable elementary district and close to workplaces like OSU. Most importantly, the C3 plan 
proclaims that the city should “maintain the established character of existing neighborhoods” (2-
3). If we lose our neighborhood or reasons to continue living in it, our options to stay in 
Stillwater are limited.  In fact, the plan suggests that average household income in Stillwater is 
$30,921and the median family income is $55,762 (4-13). These numbers confirm that most 
residents of Stillwater cannot afford to live in new, gated HOA housing on the outskirts of town. 
It is vital that the city maintains affordable, middle class housing in stable neighborhoods and 
does everything possible to preserve existing neighborhoods. Once again, the C3 plan attests that 
the city should “support affordable housing efforts” (4-20). 
 
We bought our home at 801 Wicklow and 8th, just one lot removed from the land in question, 
about four years ago. We purchased in the area because of the quiet, family oriented 
neighborhood and the beautiful, natural landscaping that surrounds our community. The large 
trees that grow in our neighborhood and the habitat that they provide for wildlife is one of the 
great joys of our community. Demolition and construction in this neighborhood will result in the 
loss of some of this natural habitat, and in fact, the developer has already removed large, mature 
trees that provided a screening for our neighborhood from Western. The C3 Comprehensive plan 

mailto:Clarissa.bonner@okstate.edu


agrees that we should look to preserve inner city trees whenever possible; “The existing trees in 
Stillwater are an important resource that should be preserved” (7-10).   
  
 
Furthermore, commercial property extending into our community severs our residential blocks 
from the larger, original neighborhood, essentially cutting us off from important community 
resources like Myers Park and Westwood Grade School. Cutting us off from the larger 
neighborhood will cause decline in our area. The intrusion of commercial property interferes 
with the walkability of our neighborhood, increasing traffic and creating a traffic vain dangerous 
to our children who walk to parks, schools, and neighbors’ houses. We have a toddler at home, 
and our son is reaching an age where he will be playing outside. We feel adamantly that 
commercial properties sharing the same street as our home, where no sidewalks are present, is 
not in the best interest of our child’s safety and well being. Many families in the neighborhood 
have young children, and they frequently play in the street riding bikes, skating, walking dogs 
and more. Every child has the right to a safe and walkable community with easy access to 
schools. The C3 plan supports this right by stating that it is the goal of the city to encourage 
children to walk and bike to school by making it safer to do so by “reducing traffic” and “air 
pollution” near primary and middle schools (5-24). Commercializing Western and bringing more 
traffic and air pollution to the area surrounding Westwood Elementary compromises the ability 
of our children to walk to school safely, or even to to play freely in their own neighborhood.  
 
Looking at the lots proposed for development reveals that MA21-14 is not as much of a proposal 
to commercialize Western as it is a plan to commercialize 8th street, a single lane, poorly 
maintained residential street with numerous blind spots. The C3 plan says that on “local streets,” 
like 8th, “through traffic and excessive speeds should be discouraged” (5-13). Commercializing 
8th is in direct opposition to this goal and cannot be done safely without major changes to 8th 
street that would cut into homeowners’ land, take away necessary drainage ditches, and 
ultimately disturb the lives of tax paying residents living on this street.  
 
We cannot urge you enough to consider the enhanced flooding risk that commercial property 
would bring to our community. Please consider the safety of our homes, their continued value, 
and the people who live in them. During the flooding of 2019, our property sustained tremendous 
water damage. Our neighbors were rescued by boat and it took years and more resources than we 
personally had to overcome the damage to our home. I know many of our neighbors faced 
similar challenges and more. Immense amounts of water rushed over 8th street and Wicklow. 
You should also be aware that even in normal downpours, 8th street experiences localized 
flooding. The C3 plan confirms that “management of the stormwater is a challenge in Stillwater” 
and “older portions of the city do experience localized flooding issues during routine storm 
events” (7-8). The plan suggests that “increased impervious surface areas such as rooftops, 
streets, and parking lots contribute to excess stormwater” (7-8). I won’t go into more detail 
because I think the committee is probably very aware that the introduction of more impervious 
surfaces from commercialization where grassy lawns once resided would endanger the lives and 
property of residents already living in this floodplain.  
 
 



Our home and the houses surrounding it are of particular historic value. They were designed by 
famed OSU architects, like William Chamberlain in the 1950s, and maintain prominent mid-
century features. The neighborhood was once home to many prominent people in Stillwater’s 
history, including the Berry family who lived in one of the houses the developer proposes to tear 
down. Our homes may qualify for national historic designation and we urge the city to protect its 
historic neighborhoods. The C3 plan supports this mission; “historic preservation attaches people 
to the community” and “provides a sense of place” (8-1). Most importantly the C3 plan 
discourages new development as an unsustainable endeavor and favors the preservation and 
integrity of historic buildings: “Historic preservation is about sustainable development through 
the reuse of quality, durable resources that are also historically valuable. A tremendous strain is 
put on scarce resources when a historic building is razed. Thousands of dollars are thrown away 
from the expenditure of energy, both manual and mechanical, involved in the creation of a new 
structure and its building materials” (8-2). Plans for new development can always change, but 
history cannot be authentically rebuilt. I firmly believe that college towns in particular get their 
charm from their old, friendly neighborhoods and thriving downtowns, and not from the office 
buildings, strip malls, and new, gated communities. The C3 plan urges the city to prioritize 
downtown businesses (2-1). The commercialization of Western will undermine that effort and 
come at the great cost of losing part of the city’s historic integrity and the destruction of a 
valuable neighborhood when already established commercial lots sit empty along Western.  
 
 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration, 
 
 
Clarissa and Bobby Bonner 
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City of Stillwater Development Services Division. “Stillwater 2030 C3 Comprehensive Plan.”  The              

City of Stillwater, updated 7 Dec. 2016, City of Stillwater, 1 Apr. 2013,          
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“It’s only an extension 
from commercial zoning.” 
If ever an observation 
belonged permanently in 
The Twilight Zone, this 
one does. 

Those words were used 
twice in the Aug. 3 Plan-
ning Commission meet-
ing. The hearing was a 
rezoning from residential 
to commercial shopping 
for lots at Eighth and 
Western on the west 
side of Western. One of 
the commissioners com-
mented about a rezoning 
to commercial that had 
taken place a few years 
ago further south on 
Western. A couple of them 
even mentioned a liquor 
store and the marijuana 
dispensary in Wicklow. 
One could interpret those 
comments as, “Why would 
this rezoning matter – 
look what businesses are 
already in Wicklow.” 

Yes, it is only an exten-
sion of commercial zoning. 
Saying, in effect, so there 
is nothing about which to 
be concerned.

Let us look at this par-
ticular area of Stillwater. 
Western from Eighth to 
Twelfth is a lovely road 
with attractive homes. 
As far as rezoning, there 
have been two changes 
to the zoning since 1971. 
I use that year because 
we moved to Stillwater at 
that time, although the 
street had a settled neigh-
borhood before we moved 
here. 

The two changes in 
the last 50 years are the 
commercial building at 
Twelfth and Western and 
the Jay house directly 
north of it on Western. 
The land for the building 
was rezoned in the ’80s 
despite protests from the 
neighborhood. Then a few 
years ago, the Jay house 
was rezoned for a spa 
after the owner said she 
hoped to incorporate the 
distinctive Spanish-style 
house and keep the many 
large trees. 

The house was not 
saved nor were many 
trees saved. A new build-
ing with lots of parking 
took its place. You may be 
saying now, “Well, why 
shouldn’t someone be able 
to have property rezoned 
on Western?” 

The usual reason would 
be because it is a stable, 
attractive neighborhood. 
It is also a neighborhood 
many people see when 
they drive into Stillwater. 

The problem homeown-
ers and rental property 
owners have in keeping 
this stable neighborhood 
is due to Stillwater 2030 
C3 Comprenhensive Plan 
prepared by the City’s De-
velopment Services and 
adopted in April 2013. 

This 2030 CP designat-
ed Western as commercial 
in 2030. When Western 
was designated commer-
cial from Sixth to Nine-
teenth, the area between 
Eighth and Twelfth had 
one change in zoning in 
50 years. This designa-
tion, though, gave devel-
opers and City Planners 
making recommendations 
a reason to promote com-
mercial zoning. 

How could they des-
ignate a street with one 
change at Twelfth as 
being totally commercial 
by 2030? They could 
make it happen – they 
could give Planning 

Commissioners and City 
Councilors a reason to 
say, “This area is com-
mercial in the CP 2030 
Comprehensive Plan.” 

That designation of 
death to a neighborhood 
appears to be extremely 
premature. 

That designation can be 
used, however, as an ex-
cuse for zoning commer-
cial shopping. The City’s 
Senior Planner presenting 
this zoning request spec-
ified the Comprehensive 
Plan calls for commercial 
uses in this area. 

The Senior Planner 
added City Engineering 
calls for Western to be 
four to five lanes with a 
turning lane. He men-
tioned those traffic lanes 
would not affect the 
streets feeding into West-
ern.

What is especially inter-
esting about this extend-
ing to four or five lanes on 
Western is that this pre-
diction was first made by 
ODOT in 1968. One of my 
dearest friends and her 
husband moved to West-
ern in the ’70s. They were 
told that Western would 
be four-lanes within two 
years. They were also told 
Stillwater’s population 
would be much larger 
than it is now.

Towns always have 
dreamers who want 
growth just as they have 
residents who want no 
change. 

My friends’ house is still 
in essentially the same 
neighborhood as when 
they moved there in the 
’70s. The City made the 
premature decision to de-
clare this lovely neighbor-
hood would be commercial 
in 2030, only nine years 
from now.

One friend has lived 
in that area for over 40 
years. Another couple 
have totally remodeled 
their house believing it 
will be their “forever” 
home. 

Instead, they hear in 
the Planning Commission 
“It’s only an extension.” 
To these homeowners, it 
is the start of the destruc-
tion of their neighbor-
hood. Every request will 
be “only an extension.”

The findings of the Se-
nior Planner included the 
following statement: The 
proposed Map Amend-
ment would not impede 
or negatively impact the 
surrounding commercial 
uses. 

What a statement to 
make! It would not im-
pact commercial uses. 
The Senior Planner might 
have added: It would also 
start the destruction of a 
neighborhood, a neighbor-
hood that has been stable 
since its beginning over 
50 years ago.

And do not forget all 
these lanes of traffic – to 
say they would not impact 
the other streets amounts 
to saying “it is only an ex-
tension.”

Would the people who 
live west of Western 
on 8th, 9th and 10th 
and east of Western on 

8th, 9th, 10th and 11th 
be happy to be in their 
homes with four lanes 
of traffic and a possible 
turning lane? Of course, 
it would affect them and 
probably Ridge also. 

But it is only an exten-
sion – only an extension 
in The Twilight Zone. 
In the light of day, it is 
the start of destroying a 
neighborhood.

Commissioner Brett 
Allred made a motion to 
deny the rezoning as it 
was not compatible. His 
motion received no sec-
ond. The motion then was 
to approve, and it was 
approved by four com-
missioners with Allred 
abstaining. 

Before voting, there 
was talk that mixed use 
in this neighborhood 
would make it even bet-
ter. There was talk about 
Western being a collector 
street. No one mentioned 
the possibility of Western 
becoming a west side Per-
kins Road with four lanes 
of traffic and commercial 
shops and offices on the 
land where once there 
was a neighborhood.

Let us hope the neigh-
borhood fares better in 
the City Council meeting. 
A City is only strong 
when it has strong neigh-
borhoods and values those 
neighborhoods.

•••
Ending on a cheerful 

exchange on Main Street 
– earlier this week, I 
noticed a raccoon had 
been hit on Main close to 
the intersection of Main 
and Hall of Fame. One of 
the unfortunate services 
Animal Control provides 
is picking up animals 
that have been killed on 
the Stillwater streets. As 
I stopped at the traffic 
light, I looked over to 
see a truck from Animal 
Control. I honked and mo-
tioned to the driver. She 
put her window down as I 
motioned backwards. She 
knew I was trying to alert 
her to the dead raccoon. 
She responded, “I have it 
on my list now. I’m com-
ing back for it.” That was 
quick service.

•••
And a concert you can 

attend tonight – the last 
Prairie Pandemic Relief 
Concert will be at the 
Stillwater Community 
Center starting at 7:30 
p.m. in the Winfrey Hous-
ton Theater. According to 
Jim Beckstrom, Cliff Top 
is a group of musicians 
who will be playing origi-
nal songs they refer to as 
“roots” music. “This lar-
gish group includes sever-
al musicians who bridge 
the divide classical and 
folk/country genres.”

This concert series has 
been a help to the many 
musicians struggling 
during this pandemic 
when performances are 
limited. Stillwater has 
had some wonderful con-
certs. This performance is 
free. Wings of Hope will 
benefit from the tip jar 
and Louie’s will provide a 
cash bar. 

Maybe I will make it 
back to Nashville in a 
week or two – Always 
depends on happenings in 
Stillwater. Need to check 
on how the Atlanta may-
oral election is going also! 

Julie Couch is a long-
time Stillwater resident.

‘It’s only an extension’  
belongs in Twilight Zone The Stillwater News 
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From Alabama, The 
Carter Family will take 
the stage on Saturday, 
Sept. 18, for the first time.

Reminding believers of 
God’s Faithfulness is their 
calling.

Dad, Bryan, Mom, 
Kristi and their children 
perform their music live 
with numerous instru-
ments. From traditional 
to modern Country Gos-
pel this family has won-
derful harmony and will 
definitely be a blessing. 
Bryan worked with Jeff 
and Sheri Easter for five 
years where he was men-
tored and taught so much 
about music.

He describes it as a tre-
mendous opportunity. He 
and Kristie have raised 
seven children and speak 
of their rewarding journey 

teaching their children to 
play and sing and be to-
gether as a family band. 

Hannah Kinsey from 
the Oklahoma City 
area will also take the 
stage. Hannah is the 
granddaughter of local 
residents, Carl and Joyce 
Bastion. She is a very sea-
soned and talented singer 
and instrumentalist. 

The concert begins at 
4 and the doors will open 

at 3:30 at Crosspointe 
Church, 1807 N. Jardot, 
Stillwater, OK.

As always there is no 
admission fee.

There will be an offer-
ing accepted for the sing-
ers. Also, as we continue 
to support our local Food 
Bank, donations will be 
accepted for non-per-
ishable foods and paper 
goods.

– Submitted

Gospel With a Purpose  
welcomes The Carter Family Band

Off the 
Couch

JULIE COUCH

During a pandemic 
year when everyone has 
been forced to spend more 
time with loved ones, 
Town & Gown Theatre 
brings family drama to 
the fore with its upcoming 
live production of “Au-
gust: Osage County”. 

As everyone knows, 
family can be toxic at 
times, and this show 
reminds us that we are 
never alone in feeling this 
way about our kin.

 “I wanted to put on 
this show for several 
reasons. It is a powerful 
story with amazing char-
acters, and although you 
might cringe at what is 
happening during some 
scenes, unfortunately 
most of this stuff comes 
from real life,“ said veter-
an director Timothy Cole.  

Patrons may recog-
nize Cole as the director 
of “Arsenic and Old 
Lace” and last season’s 
streamed production 
of “Noises Off!” Cole 
further explains, “I was 
very lucky to have sev-
eral actors audition who 
have never been part of a 
Town and Gown perfor-
mance. All the actors are 
giving amazing, fleshed-
out performances you will 
not want to miss.”

Patrons will be excited 
to see a cast filled with 
Town & Gown veterans 
like Keith and Cindy 
Sheets, who play the 

matriarch and patriarch 
of the family.  There are 
also several newcomers 
in the cast, including 
Lyndall Stout, who plays 
oldest daughter Barbara; 
Christa Shuessler play-
ing youngest daughter 
Karen; Hilary Hunt play-
ing middle daughter Ivy; 
Ruthann Daniel as Aunt 
Mattie Fae; and Leah 
Studi as Johnna. The cast 
is rounded out by Town 
and Gown veterans Jacob 
Boyd, Sydney Weiser, 
Russ Hopper, Timothy 
Cole, Justin Haley, and 
Aaron Frisby.

Audiences should be 
warned that “August: 
Osage County” addresses 
adult themes including 
incest, sexual abuse, and 
substance abuse, and 
includes extensive use of 

crude language that may 
offend some patrons. It 
is not intended for anyone 
under the age of 18.

 “August Osage Coun-
ty” will run for eight per-
formances, from Sept. 
16-19 and Sept. 23-26.  
Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday performances 
begin at 7:30 p.m. and 
Sunday matinees begin at 
2:30 p.m. Tickets went 
on sale Monday, and can 
be obtained by calling 
the box office at (405) 
372-9122 or visiting the 
theatre’s Website at www.
townandgown.org. Tick-
ets prices are $14 for 
adults, $12 for stu-
dents, and $12 for se-
niors attending ei-
ther Sunday matinee.

– Submitted

Town & Gown Theatre offers live  
production of ‘August: Osage County’

The Carter 
Family Band  
takes the 
stage 
Saturday at 
Crosspointe 
Church.

PHOTOS  
PROVIDED

Hannah 
Kinsey  
performs on 
the piano. 
She will 
also take 
the stage 
Saturday for 
Gospel with 
a Purpose.
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GUTHRIE’S
ANTIQUE & VINTAGE

MARKET
OCTOBER 2, 2021

From 8am-4pm

DOWNTOWN GUTHRIE
1st Street Between OK Ave

& Cleveland Ave

Booth Info, Call:
Art: 405-282-7477

Fall Fundraiser for
Pearl of Grace Ranch

BBQ dinner and benefit auction
Live music

All benefits go to this 501c3 treatment facility for teen girls
struggling with life-controlling issues.

Come join us on

October 9
from 11a.m to 4 p.m.

Location:
Lakeview Ridge Event Center
341070 E. 890 Rd. | Chandler, OK 74834

Oct 1, 2021 • 12:00 PM

Live on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/smcfoundation

MEDICARE
& YOU 

Understanding Your Medicare Choices!

Get answers to common 
questions plus audience Q&A!

Featuring:
TAMIE YOUNG, FHFMA

Assistant Administrator
CENTRAL BUSINESS OFFICE • STILLWATER MEDICAL

Let us continue today 
with the discussion of 
the rezoning hearing in-
volving 802 S. Western, 
2302 and 2324 W. Eighth 
Streets. The City Council 
voted last week to send 
the rezoning back to the 
Planning Commission for 
another hearing.

Let us start with the 
2030 Comprehensive Plan 
that encouraged this re-
zoning request in the first 
place. This CP was com-
pleted in 2013 through 
the work of a large com-
mittee of local residents 
and City staff. An import-
ant provision of the report 
was the statement in the 
Conclusion that the plan 
“Will be reviewed and 
updated” every five years. 
Although it should have 
been updated in 2018, 
this plan has never been 
updated. 

Considering the length 
and topics this CP covers, 
it is easy to see how a 
prediction that Western 
Road would be commer-
cial by 2030 could have 
been included with little 
or no discussion. If the 
CP maps were examined 
for all the changes to 
neighborhood designation, 
there might be other un-
warranted predictions. 

The prediction that 
the neighborhood blocks 
of Western from Eighth 
through Twelfth would 
have changed to commer-
cial properties by 2030 
could only have fit in 
Rod Serling’s The Twi-
light Zone. A rezoning 
at Twelfth and Western 
was the only change that 
had taken place since the 
neighborhood started over 
50 years ago. That rezon-
ing took place in the ’80s. 

According to City Man-
ager Norman McNickle, 
the plan had been re-
viewed since 2013 but not 
updated. McNickle also 
added the plan is set for 
a complete revision in the 
2022-2023 budget year. 

One would presume the 
designation of Western 
as commercial would be 
recognized as not accurate 
in this comprehensive re-
vision. It must have been 
made by someone with 
the view of Stillwater 
as a town about to grow 
with many people mov-
ing to the community for 
expanding business op-
portunities. It was made 
by someone with “high 
hopes” for Stillwater’s 
growth.

The problem now with 
that designation is Devel-
opment Services uses it in 
the information provided 
for this rezoning request. 
There is no explanation 
that this designation had 
to be an error that will be 
corrected when the plan is 
revised. 

The 2030 Plan has been 
brought up in the previ-
ous two zoning requests 
on Western since that 
2013 CP was developed 
with one rezoning of the 
Jay property approved 
and the first one at 2302 
West 8th denied. 

The prediction is taken 
at face value when it is 
straight out of The Twi-
light Zone.

Then there is the other 
prediction out of The 
Twilight Zone. Starting 
in 1968, Western has 
been destined to become 
four-lane with a possible 
turning lane also. Since 
this plan was predicted 53 
years ago, it is doubtful it 
is about to happen.

When I asked McNickle 
about this plan, he said, 
“From what I can find, 
widening Western from 
Twelfth to Sixth has been 

continually discussed. 
As to the why it has not 
been widened, I think 
it would be because of 
the cost and there were 
other existing streets that 
needed attention. As you 
are aware, the condition 
of our streets has been an 
ongoing discussion since 
2008.

“As to who would ap-
prove the widening of 
Western, that would be 
the Council. We take all 
of our street improve-
ments to the Council for 
approval. And the City 
would pay for right-of-way 
acquisition and pay for 
widening the street. I do 
recall (don’t remember 
the year) there was inter-
nal discussion of buying 
houses from Sixth to 
Twelfth as they came on 
the market. But that did 
not happen either. That 
would have been prior to 
November of 2015.”

For this rezoning re-
quest, Development Ser-
vices mentioned the plan 
to widen Western to four 
lanes. There was mention 
this idea was proposed in 
1968 and nothing more 
has been done about it. 

In summary – why is 
Development Services 
using the 2030 CP desig-
nation and the four-lane 
plan without explanation 
that they are essentially 
both false as far as the 
current situation on West-
ern? There is no sign this 
status will change in the 
next few years.

This rezoning request 
does not help the neigh-
borhood nor does it help 
the City.

You are wondering, 
“Why doesn’t it help the 
City? Why is commercial 
zoning in their plan if it 
would not help them?”

If Planning Commis-
sioners and City Council-
ors take this commercial 
zoning to be accurate, 
then this rezoning will 
encourage more rezoning 
requests along Western, 
especially by those who 
own rental property as 
opposed to homeowners. 
So the prediction starts 
happening – Western as a 
lovely neighborhood street 
starts fading as commer-
cial businesses appear. If 
there is no funding for a 
wider Western, then the 
traffic issues will worsen 
due to the entry/exit to 
these various businesses. 
A two-lane Perkins Road 
will not help the traffic 
situation. 

If the City does find 
funding for four-laning, 
they will then have the 
businesses to pay for ac-
quisition of right-of way. 
That could add to the 
cost more than acquiring 

right-of-way from residen-
tial property owners.

So what is gained by 
this rezoning? Nothing 
is gained for the neigh-
borhood or the City. As 
several speakers said at 
the hearing, Stillwater 
has much vacant office 
space available now. Main 
Street has empty build-
ings. 

What is lost by this re-
zoning? The neighborhood 
is the loss. This rezoning 
would be the start of “it’s 
only an extension.” Six 
speakers said eloquently 
what would be lost. Bill 
Mclean, Brian Correa, 
Jim Shidler, Steve Trom-
pler, Adam Naff and 
Betsy Showalter men-
tioned in so many ways 
the neighborhood’s impor-
tance. 

Adam Naff, who lives in 
the Westwood area, said 
the people who don’t even 
live in this area do not 
support the rezoning. 

Naff observed, “There 
is no need to go into a 
vibrant, beautiful neigh-
borhood.” 

Bill Mclean talked 
about the importance of 
respecting the neighbor-
hood. 

 Jim Shidler observed 
this type of rezoning is 
detrimental to the com-
munity. He questioned, 
“Does the City want the 
core to become a low-rent 
district?” 

Brian Correa talked 
about the children in 
homes on Eighth. 

 Steve Trompler listed 
all the businesses and 
other services that have 
been available on Western 
with that listing showing 
the neighborhood does not 
need more. 

Bill McClean said the 
rezoning ignores the 
integrity of the neighbor-
hood. 

Betsy Showalter asked 
the Councilors to “respect 
our neighborhood. Don’t 
dismiss us.” 

Finally, let us return to 
the 2030 Comprehensive 
Plan. One of the goals 
specified is to “maintain 
the established character 
of existing neighborhoods.” 
Unlike inflated predictions 
for commercial zoning 
or plans for a four-lane 
Western, maintaining the 
established character of 
existing neighborhoods is 
not in The Twilight Zone. 

Those six speakers said 
the same thing – neigh-
borhoods are important. 
Whether you live in the 
Western Road neighbor-
hood or on Skyline, all 
neighborhoods contribute 
to making a strong City. 

This rezoning is not the 
way to maintain the es-
tablished character of an 
existing neighborhood, a 
neighborhood that stands 
as an attractive entry to 
Stillwater as well as a 
home to many residents 
for over fifty years. That 
2030 CP goal is one the 
City should follow.

Julie Couch is a long-
time Stillwater resident.

A thriving  
Stillwater needs 

strong neighborhoods
The Stillwater News 

Press encourages 
readers to get involved 
with the newspaper. We want to 
publish photos that reflect what’s happening in our 
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and area residents to submit photos.

Send us 
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Reader photos Send your photos to the News Press by 
email at readers@stwnewspress.com

PRATT FAMILY TEACHES SCOUTS ABOUT PAWNEES

Off the 
Couch

JULIE COUCH

SUBMITTED
Stillwater Cub Scout Pack 3842 and Troop 820 were visited by Pawnee Tribe 
member Warren Pratt and his family. The scouts learned about Native heri-
tage, culture and dances which they also had a chance to participate in. It is 
important for scouts to learn about and appreciate other cultures.

Submit calendar items by 
emailing events@stwnews-
press.com.

Thursday
Stillwater Public Ed-

ucation Foundation fall 
fundraiser, Celebration 
of Education 2021, 6-8:30 
p.m., Wes Watkins Center. 
Reservations due Sept. 15, 
call 405-707-5006 or email 
spef@stillwaterschools.
com.

Friday
Concert in the Garden, 

5:45 - 7:30 p.m., The Botan-
ic Garden at OSU, Amer-
icana band Cliff Top per-
forms in this free concert, 
open to the community.

Saturday
Pumpkin Patch Pan-

cake Breakfast and Bake 
Sale, 8-11 a.m., Misspent 
Ukes concert, 4-6 p.m., 524 
N. Stallard, Pumpkin Patch 
open every day, M-F 1-7 
p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to 8 
p.m. and Sunday noon to 
6 p.m.

Navy Seabees of North 
Central Oklahoma will be 
“Swarming” at noon in 
Stillwater at Freddie Paul’s 
Steakhouse. All vaccinated 
Seabees, CEC, and guests 
are welcome and encour-
aged to attend, share a 
meal and reminisce with 
us. More information at 
seabeesofnco.org.

Oct. 6
Our Daily Bread Food 

and Resource Center, 

Mobile Market in Yale, 2-4 
p.m.

Yoga in the Garden, 
5:45-6:30 p.m. Botanic Gar-
den at OSU, a relaxing, a 
weekly, instructor-led yoga 
session, free to the public, 
bring water and a mat. For 
information contact fit-
ness@okstate.edu.

Oct. 9
Pumpkin Patch Corn-

hole Tournament, 10 
a.m., Food Truck 11 a.m. 
to 7 p.m., Carriage Rides 
4-6 p.m., 524 N. Stallard, 
Pumpkin Patch open every 
day, M-F 1-7 p.m., Saturday 
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Sun-
day noon to 6 p.m.

Pride Uncaged, com-
munity festival, downtown 
Stillwater, times to be an-
nounced.

Oct. 10
Pumpkin Patch Spa-

ghetti Lunch, noon to 
1:30 p.m., 524 N. Stallard, 
Pumpkin Patch open every 
day, M-F 1-7 p.m., Saturday 
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Sun-
day noon to 6 p.m.

Oct. 12
Adventure Local: Tour 

and Paint the Flora, 5:30-
7:30 p.m. Botanic Garden 
at OSU, 3300 W. 6th St., 
Join OSU Outdoor Adven-
ture and the Botanic Gar-
den each month to explore 
a new section of the gar-
den, open to the public, $5 
per person, register at rec.
wellness.okstate.edu and 
meet in the 6th Avenue 
parking lot.

Oct. 13
Our Daily Bread Food 

and Resource Center, 
Mobile Market at OSU, 2-4 
p.m.

WHAT’S HAPPENING CALENDAR



To: Stillwater Planning Commission 
• Steve Hallgren 
• Mark Prather 
• Mike Shanahan 
• Brett Allred 
• Jana Phillips 

 
From: Betsy Showalter, property owner/resident 
           2402 W. 8th Ave., Stillwater 
 
Re: 5J Properties, LLC, MAP AMENDMENT (MA21- 14) requesting review and approval of 
map amendment to rezone from current RSS (Small Lot Single-Family) to O (Office) at 
properties addressed as 2302 & 2324 W 8th Ave & 802 S Western Rd located in RSS (Small Lot 
Single-Family) zoning district.  
 
Position: Arguing against rezoning request 
 
Map showing the area of the proposed rezoning. My property is adjacent to and south of the 
Wicklow Professional Center/Bricktown Residential, which is CG/CS/RM in red/green.  
 

 
 
 
I am a 41-year owner/resident of my property on West 8th Ave. This neighborhood, 
encompassing 8th and 9th avenues between Devon Road and Ridge Road, has remained stable 
over its history; the only major change being the transition of many properties from owner-
occupied to renter-occupied. All properties would be considered as affordable housing, whether 
for purchase or for rent. My across-the-street neighbor and I stand to be most negatively 
impacted by the rezoning of the above referenced properties, as they abut each of our properties. 
However, our neighbors on 8th Ave., on both the west and east sides of Western Rd. and West 9th 
Ave. are also concerned that approval of this request will be the first domino in the loss of 
residential properties in our neighborhood.    
 
A request for rezoning to Commercial was made six years ago, in 2015. At that time there was 
only one property involved—2302 W. 8th Ave. That request was denied by both the Planning 



Commission and the City Council, citing that a commercial designation (the request at that time) 
did not fit the “character of the neighborhood”. The character of the neighborhood remains as it 
was six years ago. The difference is that instead of one property’s being included in the re-
zoning request, this request includes three properties, creating the potential for an almost 400 
foot incursion into our neighborhood. The arguments against the rezoning remain the same now 
as then but are strengthened by the facts that the condition of West 8th Avenue has deteriorated 
and traffic on Western Rd. is heavier and more congested. Please see comments below. 
 

• We have seen no development plan for the properties. We have neither a commitment 
from the property owner as to what or how many offices to expect nor any indication that 
we would be offered the opportunity to provide input to any future proposals. The 
“Office” designation brings the potential for a significant increase in traffic flow and 
danger to pedestrians on our unimproved road and is very worrisome. 

• Any office development would increase traffic on West 8th Ave. This road is narrow and 
poorly asphalted, with neither curbing nor sidewalks. Two opposing vehicles cannot pass 
each other unless one pulls over to the side. The traffic generated by the residents, as well 
as that by the drivers who use Devon Rd/West 8th Ave. to avoid the light at the 6th and 
Western intersection, is already more than the street was designed to withstand.  

• Office development would also impact Western Rd. by creating access points from this 
street to any businesses on the west side of the road, increasing the likelihood of vehicles’ 
waiting to turn into or out of the access points. This would exacerbate the current 
stoppages and traffic backups that tend to occur during busy times of the day.  

• When you walk or drive through this neighborhood, you will be struck by the number and 
variety of large, beautiful, decades-old trees. I direct you to a section of the C3 Plan: 
Comprehensive Plan 2030, Trees and Native Landscaping, page 7-10: “The existing 
trees in Stillwater are an important resource that should be preserved. Trees naturally 
take many years to grow, and in the drier, warmer climate of Stillwater, the trees are 
more vulnerable to drought and disease and many varieties grow more slowly. Trees 
provide needed windbreak and provide erosion control which helps to make Stillwater a 
more hospitable place for residents. Trees also provide shade relief from the hot 
summers, help insulate buildings from wind in the cold winters, provide habitat to birds 
and other animals, clean the air, and aesthetically improve the built environment. Trees 
often serve several architectural and engineering functions. They provide privacy, 
emphasize views, or screen out objectionable views. City trees also reduce glare and 
reflection. Benefits of Trees Reduces heating/cooling costs by 8-12%. Improves air 
quality by absorbing hundreds of pounds of air pollutants. Improve water quality and 
reduce flooding by absorbing and intercepting rainfall in their canopies, thus reducing 
stormwater. Stimulate retail and commercial business districts by attracting shoppers. 
Increase property values by 10-15%. Reduce stress, fatigue, and aggression in humans. 
Reduce a hospital patient’s recovery time when there are views of trees and greenery. 
Improve the concentration of children with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD). Calm and slow down traffic along streets. Reduce crime and increase social 
ties. Reduce exposure to harmful UV rays that are causing increases in skin cancer and 
cataracts. Source:www.treevitalize.net” We have already observed the removal of trees 
and shrubbery when the 802 S. Western Rd. property was cleared, which removed the 
buffer between us and the objectionable view and traffic sounds of Western Rd. We can 



only assume the same would happen with the other two properties included in this 
request. Not only would trees and shrubbery be removed, but also grass and other green 
groundcover. Green space would be replaced with concrete parking attached to any office 
development. Grass and soil absorb rainwater; concrete does not. My property is at the 
bottom of the slope from 2302 W. 8th Ave. I have dealt with run-off from the properties 
east of mine during heavy rainfall. Concrete surfaces would only make the situation 
worse.  

• This neighborhood shares land with a variety of urban wildlife—insects, racoons, 
opossums, squirrels, skunks, armadillos, deer, snakes, rodents, birds, rabbits, turtles, tree 
frogs—which have their homes in trees, as well as above ground and below ground, not 
to mention those species of birds and butterflies that stop by to rest while on their 
migratory routes. Monarch butterflies spend a few days in my backyard each fall, 
enjoying the flowers that grow there. We have, for the most part, peacefully co-existed 
with these critters. Consequences of office development—construction, increased traffic 
and human activity—would be disruptive and dangerous for them and their offspring.  

• According to the Future Land Use map in the C3 Plan, on page 10-8, the future 
projection of commercial development along the west side of Western Ave. (see upper 
right area in the map below) looks to be about one lot in depth from Western Ave., which 
is typically 80 feet in our neighborhood. However, the two properties at 2302 and 2424 
W. 8th Ave., as well as that at 802 S. Western Ave. are large lots, and they intrude much 
further into the neighborhood than 80 feet. According to information from the Payne 
County Assessor’s office, the intrusion is 380 feet on the north side of West 8th Ave. and 
357 feet on the south side. I am sure this is not what the committee members who 
proposed the concept of the C3 Plan intended.   

 

 
 



• There is no reason for commercial development in this neighborhood. Development is 
already underway and further projected for West 6th Ave./Hwy 51W, north Perkins Road, 
12th Ave., and certainly downtown. There are also many empty storefront properties 
throughout Stillwater that could certainly be updated and refitted to house new business 
development projects. The pandemic has created many unforeseen opportunities for 
affordable office and retail spaces.  

• Each of the properties on the north side of West 8th Ave. has a house, each of which has 
been used as rental housing. Demolishing these two houses, would create a vast amount 
of waste for the landfill, as was done when the house on the 802 S. Western Ave. 
property was removed.  

 
Conclusion: 
The property owner (rezoning applicant) would be a much better steward of all three of these 
properties and would be a much more respected member of the community, as he claims that he 
wants to be, by refitting, repairing, and updating the standing homes and by building at least one 
new house on the lot at 802 S. Western Rd. These projects would create multiple employment 
opportunities for contractors and their workers, as well as supporting the mission of making 
affordable housing available to families and OSU students. I refer you to two of the 
recommendations in the C3 Plan, on page 4-20: 

• Support affordable housing efforts. 
• Provide maintenance guidelines for both inside and outside of rental properties to address 

aesthetic and safety issues. 
 



Response to Planning Commission report of 8-03-2021(updated 12-16-2021): 
 
I do not think that the Planning Commissioners have had the opportunity to read these comments 
as they were submitted to the City Councilors prior to their meeting on September 20, 2021. 
 
Note: This response was to the applicant’s original rezoning request to CS, commercial 
shopping. My comments remain the same in the face of the current request to rezone the 
properties to CO, commercial office. 
 
I have looked at the Permitted Uses and Specific Use Permits from Sec 23-150 in the Stillwater 
City Code Ordinances. I must say that I am just as concerned for our neighborhood should 
Commercial Office zoning be approved as I would be if Commercial Shopping had been 
approved. 
 
The Planning Commission’s justification for its vote to approve Map Amendment (MA 21-09) 
from RSS to CS is at the least disingenuous and at the most an insulting dismissal of the interests 
of the residents whose lives would be directly impacted by the zoning change.   
 
When you read my responses, you will find that I have referenced the C3 Comprehensive Plan. 
 
• Planning Commission: The Future Land Use Map within the Comprehensive Plan indicates 
that the desired land use within this part of the community is commercial for areas adjacent to S. 
Western Road between 6th Avenue and 19th Avenue. The western portion of the subject site is 
within the High Density Residential district, which allows for neighborhood or convenience 
commercial. 
 
“Desired land use”? I have read nothing in the C3 Comprehensive Plan about “desired land 
use”. The introduction to the C3 Plan includes guiding principles, not mandates set in stone, for 
the 2030 vision. In fact, from page 1-1: “The Plan is intended to be a dynamic document that 
will change with the needs of the City. It is expected that this plan will be reviewed in three to 
five years”. In another section of the Plan, it states that the Plan will be reviewed every five 
years. The document was reviewed on May 7, 2016, but not since. 
 
All the subject site area is within the Medium Density Residential district, not High Density. The 
Wicklow townhomes possibly prompted this designation. The remaining housing in the 
neighborhood is residential single family. There is a well-defined, physical boundary separating 
the subject site from the convenience commercial property. There is no justification in suggesting 
that an “extension” of the commercial property into our neighborhood is a logical or pre-
determined next-step. 
 
 • Planning Commission: The subject site is currently zoned as residential with adjacent 
residential uses to the south, east and west. 
 
 • Planning Commission: Commercial zoning and uses exist to the north of the site.  
 
I concur with this description of the area under consideration for rezoning.  



 
• Planning Commission: Financial Impact/Funding Source(s): None  
 
I do not know how the Planning Commission could have disregarded the financial interests of 
the Wicklow Professional Center, which has been a long-term entity and currently has empty 
office space that should be utilized before any new office construction in the area should be 
considered. Not to mention empty store fronts and outfitted office spaces throughout the city that 
could be updated, upgraded, and re-fitted to meet the needs of anyone who currently has office 
space and just wants to relocate or anyone entering the city with new aspirations.  
 
• Strategic Plan Alignment 

 
Strategic Plan Priority #4 Connected Spaces: To develop a strong sense of place that recognizes 
the interconnectedness of people, buildings and public systems (such as transportation, utilities 
and parks) that best serve the needs of the public.  
 
This rezoning proposal flies in the face of the goal to “develop a strong sense of place”. Again, 
from the introduction to the C3 Plan, guiding principle 6: “Maintain the established character of 
existing neighborhoods throughout the community and promote new neighborhoods that contain 
a variety of housing types and densities, with amenities, services and retail to ensure 
opportunities for a variety of household income levels.  
 
We are not constructing a new neighborhood that needs amenities, services, and retail. Our 
neighborhood already has plenty of these opportunities available it. Rather, we want to “6a. 
Identify measures to foster the stabilization of established neighborhoods”, and “6e. Provide 
housing opportunities for all income levels”. The empty lot at 802 S. Western Ave. provides a 
perfect opportunity for affordable housing.  
 
Strategic Plan Priority #5 Unique Culture: To cultivate partnerships that enhance the unique 
culture of Stillwater with equal access to services and amenities, strong and connected 
neighborhoods, and a thriving economy and business atmosphere. 
 
Speaking of culture, the introduction to the C3 Plan includes: 9. “Preserve and promote local 
heritage that has an important part of the area’s history and contributes to the overall character 
of the community”. One of the homes that the applicant proposes to remove from our 
neighborhood is the house at 2302 W. 8th Ave. This house was built in 1920 and in the 1950’s (as 
near as I can tell) would become the home of prominent banker George M. Berry, who lived in 
the house until 1994. Also on West 8th Ave., is one of only two or three mid-century modern 
homes in Stillwater, designed and built by W. G. Chamberlain during the 1950’s. Mr. 
Chamberlain was an OSU architect, as well as a professor in the OSU School of Architecture. 
His wife, Midge, was a student of well-known artist Doel Reed. We certainly believe that the 
applicant would better serve the community that he professes to support by following the 
guidelines to: “9a. Encourage community education efforts to facilitate a deeper understanding 
and appreciation for local history. b. Identify and encourage designation of historically 
significant elements of the built environment. c. Encourage the renovation and adaptive reuse of 
historic structures. 



 
Our neighborhood has been as it is now for 65 years. We cannot support the applicant’s 
attempted taking of our enjoyment, our peace, our connectedness to the rest of the neighborhood, 
our security, or the intrinsic value we have come to appreciate and treasure. 
 
Thank you, 
Betsy S. Showalter 
2402 W. 8th Ave.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


